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Cognizant Interns

WOMEN INSPIRING WOMEN
Ranjini Manian shares life lessons on boosting self worth

.

Catch ’em young!
‘The only way to do great work is to love what you do’ — Steve Jobs
It was a sea of happy faces after our ChampionWoman Life Coaching workshop for the newest batch
of Cognizant campus recruits. More than a hundred young women just stepping out of top engineering
and technology colleges with a million dreams about life and career attended the session.
Usha Ramakrishnan, our Life Coach, shared key insights on what to expect in a corporate setting,
how to handle pressure and disappointments, relationships, gender understanding, identify and report
abuse, tips for a successful work–life balance and physical and emotional wellness.

Confidence
– A Key #ChampionWoman Quality

The session was a huge success and it was exhilarating to receive the participants’ positive feedback
that it was the first time someone was openly discussing such challenges with them, which would help
them in getting career-ready.

I was part of an online philosophy class recently. When Q & A time came, there was silence. I thought I could
and should ask a question, because I believe that what I think and say matters. Although I am new to this group,

‘A fun-filled and incredibly inspiring and informative talk on key life skills that will go a long way

no one will mind, I told myself. So, I wrote a question down, edited it to make it shorter and then posted it. The

in helping our campus recruits,’ said officers of the Cognizant Learning & Development Team that

speaker said ‘Good question!’ and gave some practical guidance, which helped my fellow listeners and me. If I

organised this workshop.

had not asked, I would have missed the chance. I’m glad I had the confidence to ask what I needed to know.
Someone wise once said, ‘It’s my self-worth, and not my net worth, that is the true wealth.’ This is so true. It is
the ChampionWoman way of thinking.
True confidence is about humility; but it’s also about what I call being quietly assertive. It’s not about saying
things to sound clever at others’ expense. It’s about knowing that we can always say the right thing because
we are in control.
So, speak up and voice what’s on your mind.
Sounds great, right? Now how do we go about developing this extra dollop of self-worth?

Three simple practices:
1.

Don’t say ‘yes’ when you want to say ‘no’. It weakens you. So, stay true and strong.

2.

Be mindful and spend ‘me time’ daily. Learn something new every day, and learn about yourself too.

3.

Write a journal with your key values and goals. Be proud of small wins, forgive yourself for mistakes.

Then, when opportunity strikes, grab it confidently! A #Championwoman always does!
We at Global Adjustments Foundation conduct free interactive Champion Woman workshops for school, college girls and working women.
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